Editorial

Hans Shodh Sudha – a peer-review, bilingual, multi-disciplinary, quaternary, research journal which was envisioned during the pandemic times in July 2020 because of encouragement and motivation by our respected Principal Prof. (Dr.) Rama now has successfully completed more than two years. One of the milestones in the history of HansShodhsudha appeared last year when it received an ISSN number and now we are constantly thriving and moving ahead to get on the UGC care list.

An interdisciplinary approach is the major backbone of the NEP-2020 and HansShodhSudha is one of the journals that completely fall in the track. The journal publishes in various subject areas including Arts, Commerce, and Sciences but also articles with a multidisciplinary tinge. Many papers are authored by undergraduate students along with faculty members. The journal has a highly qualified editorial team that comprises teachers from diverse subjects. The published articles undergo a very rigorous peer-review process before the article are accepted for publication. For the last many years, We have touched on several contemporary topics on finance (stock market, cryptocurrencies), health (COVID-19, cancer, drugs, diet), research, working environment (workplace), sustainability, history, etc.

The journal also published articles covering new education policies. The journal has played an important role in disseminating the information and highlights of the New Education Policy 2020. The present issue presents the diverse flavors of history, literature, language, and science in Hindi and English language.

Our team ensures that this issue will also be very informative and useful for our readers who constantly support us and motivate us all the time.

Hereby we thank our authors and readers for helping us to move forward. We hope and wish to provide an enriched source of the latest research articles to everyone.

Best wishes

Editorial team
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